


Introduction 

When we at the Thacher Gallery first announced a focus on systems 

for the 2020-21 exhibition season, none of us had a glimmer of how 

relevant such discussions would become in the months ahead. As the 

global pandemic revealed the challenges in our governmental structures 

and millions spoke out with Black Lives Matter against the violence 

of systemic racism, the exhibitions for this year also invited visitors to 

interrogate the institutional infrastructures in which we all participate. 

For Pulled Apart, the gallery has collaborated with five artists 

and the University's new Engineering Program to continue this 

investigation, shifting our focus to physical and cyber systems. Using 

the mechanisms of gadgets, scientific instruments, and computer 

technologies, these artists' practices bring our awareness to the seen 

and unseen systems that help shape society. 

Each artist approaches engineering in a unique way. Terry Berlier 

adapts mechanical systems, microcontrollers, and software to build 

kinetic sculptures and installations that explore the precarity of human 

relationships. The works seen here playfully suggest that we are at the 

brink of something. Levers move, but the wheels do not turn. The self

leveler a/most tips over. The shoes fall and then rise again. 

Using Machine Learning neural networks trained on databases of actual 

photographs, Adam Chin creates portraits that exist between the real 

and the imitation. Whether it be an iconic president or a self-portrait, the 

machine's inaccuracies ask, "how do we recognize one another?" 

The detailed paintings and videos by Cynthia Hooper show human 

infrastructure intersecting with the natural environment, while 

Carrie Hott's videos of an evolving miniature room bring us indoors to 

explore how constant connectivity and hidden networks inform our 

decisions. With images of landfills, waterways, scientific instruments, 

as well as a cluttered desk, both artists draw our attention to the 

overlooked yet ubiquitous structures and grids we've built around us. 

Finally, through Gail Wight's anatomical studies of mechanical toys we 

see the uncanny ways that nature and the human-made reflect each 

other. These prints suggest the play, curiosity, dissection, manipulation, 

symmetry, and assembly that are so much a part of both art and design. 

Together, these five artists' works illuminate a subjectivity that we do 

not always associate with the STEM disciplines. Whether it be the use of 

the 16th century Cardan Gear or 21st century computer algorithms, each 

artist's approach reminds viewers of the possibilities of engineering as 

well as our complex relationship with the systems we've created. 

-Glori Simmons, Director, Thacher Gallery
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Terry Berlier 

Installation view of Waiting for the Other Shoe to ... 

2020 

shoes, motors, Arduino, pulleys, ethernet cable, electronics, and wood 

30' X 1 5' X 20' 

photo credit: Terry Berlier 

(Installation photo from Stanford Art Gallery) 

Terry Berlier is an interdisciplinary artist who investigates the evolution of human interaction with 

queerness and ecologies. She has exhibited in solo and group shows in North America, Europe, Asia, 

South America, and Australia, including at the Verba Buena Center for the Arts, The Contemporary Jewish 

Museum in San Francisco, and Contemporary Art and Spirits in Osaka, Japan. Berlier is an Associate 

Professor and Director of the Sculpture Lab in the Department of Art and Art History at Stanford University. 
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